
The Gift of Forgiveness
MAIN POINT
Prayer seeks God’s forgiveness of our sins and our forgiveness of others’ sins.

INTRODUCTION
 What is the nicest thing another person has ever done for you?

 How did you respond to his or her kindness?

In Jesus’ model prayer, He instructed us to ask God for forgiveness for our sins and to forgive 
others who do wrong to us. This is a difficult command, as we can all think of situations 
in which the call to forgive seems an impossible task. However, when we understand the 
magnitude of God’s kindness to us in offering us forgiveness through the shed blood of Jesus 
on the cross, we must also understand the necessity of our forgiveness of others.

UNDERSTANDING
READ LUKE 11:4A.
 If Jesus’ death on the cross provided forgiveness of all our sins, then why do we need  
 to continue to include the request for forgiveness in our prayers?

 What does asking for forgiveness reveal about a person? 
 What does it reveal about his or her view of God? 
 In contrast, what does a person’s continued neglect to ask for forgiveness in prayer  
 reveal?

 Is it enough to make a blanket request for forgiveness, such as, “God, please forgive  
 me for all my sins”? Explain.

 What is the relationship between God’s forgiveness of us and our forgiveness of 
 others?

God’s forgiveness of our sins through the shed blood of Jesus is the only reason we can 
approach God in prayer. Jesus’ death on the cross tore down the dividing wall of hostility 
(Ephesians 2:13-14) that separated us from God. When we come to Him by faith through 
the grace of Jesus, our sins are forgiven. When we come to Him continually in prayer 
acknowledging our sins and need for forgiveness, we recognize Christ’s work on our behalf.

Our prayers for forgiveness of sin demonstrate humility in relationship to Him, gratitude for 
His grace on our behalf, need for His power to overcome, and a desire to walk with Him in 
holiness. In addition to confessing our own sins and need for forgiveness, our forgiveness of 
others’ sins offers a more complete demonstration of that kind of humility, gratitude, need, 
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and desire. Jesus has forgiven us, and so we freely forgive others.

READ MATTHEW 6:14-15.
 Do these verses mean that our salvation is conditional and dependent upon our own  
 forgiving acts toward others? Explain.

 What might Jesus have intended to emphasize about His forgiveness of us when He  
 attached the command of our forgiveness toward others?

 What does forgiving someone who doesn’t deserve it reveal about a person? 
 What does it reveal about his or her view of God? In contrast, what does a person’s  
 continued neglect to forgive others reveal?

God’s willingness to forgive us is not contingent upon our willingness to forgive others. 
Rather, a refusal to forgive represents a hard and unchanged heart. A hard and unchanged 
heart is evidence that one that has not truly received forgiveness from the Lord. When we are 
unwilling to forgive others, we reveal a deeper condition of unwillingness to understand the 
depth of our own need and receive the Lord’s forgiveness.

READ LUKE 17:3-6.
 Why do you think Jesus used an exaggerated scenario as His example in verse 4 and  
 as His illustration in verse 6?

 From verse 5, did the disciples think what Jesus was saying here was humanly 
 possible? Do you agree?

When Jesus told the disciples that if someone sinned against them 7 times all in one day 
and asked for forgivness that they must forgive him or her. The disciples thought this was 
impossible. No one could be that forgiving! The only way they thought they could obey this 
command is if Jesus supernaturally increased their faith. But Jesus didn’t do that. Instead, He 
told them that with the tiniest amount of faith, no more easily seen than the smallest seed, 
they could do things are, with man, impossible. It’s not up to us and our power to forgive; it’s 
God’s power working in us through prayer.

 Read 1 Peter 2:24. How can we know that Jesus’ commands in Luke 17:3-4 were not  
 hyperbole?

APPLICATION
Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their 
lives.

 Is forgiveness a regular part of your prayer life? Why or why not?

 How would you counsel someone who struggles to forgive a person who wronged him  
 or her?

 Is there a scenario in your life in which you think the call to forgive is too great? 
 How can this group help you in that?
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PRAYER
Thank God for forgiving your sins through the shed blood of Jesus on the cross. Confess that 
you continue to need His forgiveness, not only for eternal life but also for abundant life here 
on earth. Ask Him to help you forgive others, no matter what.

COMMENTARY
LUKE 11:4A
Prayer deals with anything that might separate us from God. We depend on God to take away 
our sins. In so doing, we know that forgiveness is not simply an activity of God. We are also 
responsible to forgive those who treat us wrong. We should not expect God’s loving action if 
we are not willing to practice the same kind of love toward others. This does not turn prayer 
and forgiveness into a business transaction in which I forgive in order to be forgiven or one 
in which God can forgive only after I forgive. Rather, I pray that God will truly transform 
my nature so that I become like him. I pray that my focus will be on godliness and not on 
worldliness.

MATTHEW 6:14-15
These verses further exhort the kingdom servant concerning the necessity of forgiveness in 
human relationships if we expect God’s forgiveness. These verses, and 18:21-35, explain 6:12. 
Receiving God’s forgiveness motivates forgiveness toward others.

Jesus expects us to replace this specific petition with more personalized requests for 
forgiveness for the specific sins in our own lives. No “meaningless repetition” here. Jesus’ 
intention might be better reflected if our Bibles printed his words of petition followed by a 
large white space, leaving room for us to “fill in the blanks” with our own personal sins. The 
petitions as he has given them guide us to the important themes for prayer, but he expects us 
to personalize these principles in our own lives.

LUKE 17:3-6
17:3-4. Be careful. Watch out, Jesus declared. Exercise your responsibility to these “little 
ones” in society. Protect them. This involves more than refraining from tempting them to sin. 
It also means confronting them when they do sin in an attempt to bring them to repentance 
and God’s forgiveness (cf. 1 John 5:16). If the little brother does repent, then you have an 
added responsibility. You must forgive just as God forgives, for this is the essence of your 
prayer life (11:4). Do not keep score. You may have to forgive beyond your tolerance level. 
Just think how much God has to forgive you for. Even if the brother sins against you a 
ridiculous number of times in one day, forgive him. Keep on forgiving. Do not stop to test the 
genuineness of the other person’s request. Just forgive. Thus, you help the other person to 
grow and do not tempt him to sin.

17:5. The disciples caught a glimpse of the price Christ was asking them to pay. No one is 
that patient with another person. Normal human aptitudes and abilities cannot fulfill such a 
command. Total faith in God and total dedication to God’s way of life are required. Thus, the 
disciples asked for an added supply of faith to live in such an abnormal way—abnormal at 
least from a human perspective. They did not think they could supply such faith themselves. 
They knew Jesus was the source of all faith.

17:6. Jesus did not grant their request. Rather, he told them to exercise the faith they had. The 
smallest imaginable amount of faith, just as much as a tiny seed that you can barely see, is 
enough to accomplish unimaginable miracles. Who could think of speaking to an old, gnarled 
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tree and making it jump out of the ground? Add to that asking it to jump into the sea and 
start growing there. No one would attempt such a feat. Yet, the smallest amount of faith can 
accomplish such a miracle.

What does this mean? Should God’s people talk to trees and play miraculous tricks with 
them? Of course not! This is a call to seasoned disciples— people who have matured in 
Christ—to realize the potential of their relationship with Jesus. It is a call to dependent, 
expectant faith. The key term is faith. We must know who God is and trust him to do the kind 
of things he does in the way he does them. We must live within his will and ask for his will to 
be done. Then we can see marvelous things happen among his people in his world.

We do not need more faith. We need to see the faith that is already in us and exercise it. We 
need to understand the very nature of faith itself. It is not something we place in a deposit 
account until it grows sufficiently to do what we want done. Faith is an acknowledgment 
that no matter how long we wait, we will never be able to do anything on our own, but the 
moment we call on God, he can do anything.


